
NIGEL KINRADE PHOTOGRAPHY
MOTORSPORTS PHOTOGRAPHY EXPERTS



The mission of Nigel Kinrade Photography, LLC (NKP) is to deliver the most
eexciting and dynamic photographic images in Motorsports. With more than 
50 years of experience producing high quality images, NKP delivers stunning 
photographs to the biggest names in motorsports. We are a one-stop shop 
that can guide your project through planning, shooting, post-production, and 
delivery. NKP also offers efficient asset management solutions, and can host 
your entre image library on an easy-to-use, password-protected database 
that̓s updated during and after races and events.

Our client liOur client list includes: 
NASCAR, Monster Energy, Coca-Cola, FedEx, Honda, Joe Gibbs Racing, 
Hendrick Motorsports, Penske Racing, Wood Brothers Racing, Ford Racing, 
Kyle Busch Motorsports, JGT Racing, Leavine Family Racing, Motorsport.com, 
Interstate Batteries, Sport Clips, Resers, Alphine Stars, Sunoco, Arris, Axalta, 
Nationwide, Autotrader, Dover International Speedway, Bristol Motor 
Speedway, Road and Track, USA Today, Autoweek, Autosport Japan, 
AAutosport USA, Racer Magazine, Fox Sports, Sports Illustrated, People 
Magazine and others.

We also partner with the AP (Associated Press) to distribute NASCAR 
images worldwide.

ABOUT US



NKP specializes in photographing NASCAR, and has a team of skilled
photographers with over 50 years of combined experience shooting 
motorsports.

NKP are the official photographers for Monster Energy̓s entitlement 
sponsorship of NASCAR̓s Monster Energy Cup Series.  We also cover the 
entire NASCAR Xfinity and NASCAR Camping World Truck Series calendars. 

WWe are capable of editing images on-site during the race and throughout 
the day̓s events. NKP will speedily upload select images to a private, 
customizable database that you and your staff can easily access. Our 
team works closely with our clients to determine what type of images are 
needed on the day(s) of the event. We work hard to ensure that your 
images are delivered in a timely manner and provide a stunning snapshot 
of race events.

AT THE TRACK
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The entire NKP staff collaborates closely to ensure the best possible custom 
coverage and maximum exposure for each event and assignment. We work 
closely with team owners, media outlets, NASCAR partners, sponsors and 
more.  We capture stunning on location images wherever we're needed. 

Whether you̓re in need of event coverage, group portraits, or have a special 
request, we̓ll come to you and deliver amazing images.

ON LOCATION
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NKP also specializes in studio work. Our photographers are experts with over 
30 years of combined experience in studio lighting and effects. The facilities 
we use are state-of-the-art and come well-equipped to shoot large groups 
and vehicles.

We̓ll take your concept and run with it. Our goal is to deliver polished, high 
resolution images that push the envelope in commercial photography.

IN THE STUDIO
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NKP is a one-stop photography shop. We also provide image processing and 
retouching. Whether you have a specific concept, or want our experienced 
team to craft a retouch solution for you, we̓re happy to take your images 
from the studio into post-production.

Our team is well versed in current photographic trends and advanced photo 
manipulation techniques.  It doesn̓t matter if your project requires minor 
edits or more extensive photo compositing, we will take your images to 
the nthe next level.

RETOUCH
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For more information, please contact us:

kinrade@mindspring.com

www.nigelkinrade.com

CONTACT
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